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5 Complete this page after you have 
finished Lessons 1–20.

Name  _______________________________________________ Date  _________________

FOCUS on Drawing Conclusions 
and Making Inferences, Book C

Lessons 1–20
Self-Assessment 

1. Rate your work in Lessons 1–20. Circle your answer.

successful somewhat successful needs improvement

2. Complete this sentence. I did well in this book because

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

3. Complete this sentence. I could have done even better in this book if

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________
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Not all information is given in a reading passage. Some is
just hinted at. But you can figure out this information that is
not directly stated. To do this, think about the information that
is directly stated. Also think about what you already know. Then
you can figure out information that is not directly stated.

Figuring out information that is not directly stated is called 
drawing conclusions and making inferences. 

Read this paragraph about frogs. As you read, ask yourself, 
“What information is directly stated? What do I already know?”

The paragraph does tell about frogs. But one thing the 
paragraph does not tell you, though, is where frogs live. How can 
you figure that out? What are the hints? 

Learn About
Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences

Around the world, 
there are many kinds of 
frogs. Two things that all 
frogs have in common 
are long legs and webbed 
feet. These are excellent 
for swimming.
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FOCUS on Drawing Conclusions 
and Making Inferences, Book C

Answer these questions after you 
have completed Lessons 16–20. 
Before you begin, reread what you 
wrote in Self-Assessment 3.

Name  _______________________________________________  Date  _________________
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Lessons 16–20
Self-Assessment 

1 . Rate your work in Lessons 16–20. Circle your answer.

 successful somewhat successful needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
 If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 11–15? ___________________

3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in 
Lessons 11–15?

 __________________________________________________________________

 Why do you think this is so? 

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 16–20? ________________
Why or why not?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________
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3 Answer these questions after you 
have completed Lessons 11–15. 
Before you begin, reread what you 
wrote in Self-Assessment 2.

Name  _______________________________________________  Date  _________________

FOCUS on Drawing Conclusions 
and Making Inferences, Book C
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Lessons 11–15
Self-Assessment 

1 . Rate your work in Lessons 11–15. Circle your answer.

 successful somewhat successful needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
 If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 6–10? 

3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in 
Lessons 6–10?

 __________________________________________________________________

 Why do you think this is so? 

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 11–15?
Why or why not?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

5. What is your goal for Lessons 16–20?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________
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To figure out information that is not given or explained, ask yourself, 
“What information is given?” The paragraph tells you that there are
many kinds of frogs. It also tells you that all frogs have legs and feet
that are good for swimming.

Then ask yourself, “What do I already know?” You probably know 
that animals that have legs and feet that are good for swimming usually 
live in places where they can swim. Animals swim in water. So frogs 
probably live in watery places.

          Details                       What You                      Conclusion
       in Passage                   Already Know                  or Inference

From what the paragraph tells you and from what you already know, 
you can figure out that frogs probably live in watery places.

Figuring out information that is not directly stated 
is called drawing conclusions and making inferences.

Re

member:

Frogs have legs and 
feet that are good for 
swimming.

Animals that have legs 
and feet that are good 
for swimming usually 
live in places where 
they can swim. Animals 
can swim in water.

Frogs probably live 
in watery places.

+ =
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What do you think of when you think of pine cones? Maybe you picture 
them dangling from the branches of a huge pine tree. Maybe you think of 
them decorating a Christmas wreath or other holiday decoration. Maybe you 
remember the sticky sap one once left on your hand.

Of course, not all pine cones are alike. Some are skinny. Some are round. 
Some are smaller than a finger. Some are bigger than a fist. Some have seeds 
too tiny to eat, while others have seeds that are harvested as nuts. There are 
many types of pine cones. But the pine is only one type of evergreen tree that 
has cones. Cedars, spruces and beech also are evergreens, but they are not 
pines. They do have cones.

The seeds inside a pine cone can’t get into the ground until the cone opens 
like a flower and breaks apart. One unusual feature of many pine cones is that 
they open only after they have felt extreme heat, as from a fire. After the fire 
has passed, the cones seed the land. Thanks to the help of these pine cones, 
forests can rejuvenate after being ravaged by fire. Pine cones such as these are 
true helpers in nature.

1. Details in the passage suggest that

� beech trees are a type of pine tree.
� cedars and spruces do not have 

cones.
� some pines are not evergreen trees.
� many types of evergreen trees 

have cones.

2. You can tell from the passage that

� the cones of all evergreen trees keep 
the trees from burning.

� heat opens the cones
of many pine trees.

� all pine forests have been
destroyed by fire. 

� lightning causes many forest fires.

Read this sample passage about pine 
cones. Think about the information 
that is directly stated. Also think 
about what you already know. This 
will help you figure out information 
that is not directly stated.

PINE CONES

Lesson
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FOCUS on Drawing Conclusions 
and Making Inferences, Book C

Lessons 6–10
Answer these questions after you 
have completed Lessons 6–10. 
Before you begin, reread what you 
wrote in Self-Assessment 1.

Name  _______________________________________________  Date  _________________
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1 . Rate your work in Lessons 6–10. Circle your answer.

 successful somewhat successful needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
 If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 1–5? 

3. Did you find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in 
Lessons 1–5?

 __________________________________________________________________

 Why do you think this is so? 

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 6–10?
Why or why not?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

5. What is your goal for Lessons 11–15?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

Self-Assessment 
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1 Answer these questions after 
you have completed Lessons 1–5.

Name  _______________________________________________  Date  _________________

FOCUS on Drawing Conclusions 
and Making Inferences, Book C

Lessons 1–5
Self-Assessment 
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1. Rate your work in Lessons 1–5. Circle your answer.

 successful somewhat successful needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
 If so, what kind of trouble did you have?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

3. Complete this sentence. I could have done even better in Lessons 1–5 if

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________

4. What is your goal for Lessons 6–10?

 __________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________
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1. Details in the passage suggest that

�  beech trees are a type of pine tree.

This answer is not correct because 
this tree is an evergreen, but not a 
pine tree.

� cedars and spruces do not have 
cones.

This answer is not correct because 
the passage says that they do 
have cones.

� some pines are not evergreen trees.

This answer is not correct because 
the pine tree is a type of evergreen 
tree.

● many types of evergreen trees 
have cones.

This answer is correct because 
cedars, spruces, beech and pines 
are all evergreens and all have 
cones. 

2. You can tell from the passage that

� the cones of all evergreen trees keep 
the trees from burning.

This answer is not correct because 
the pine cone is unusual in that it 
keeps pine forests from dying. 
No types of cones keep trees 
from burning.

● heat opens the cones 
of many pine trees.

This answer is correct because the 
cones of many pine trees react to 
heat by opening.

� all pine forests have been destroyed 
by fire.

This answer is not correct because 
fires cannot kill most pine forests, 
so all of these forests couldn't have 
been destroyed by fire.

� lightning causes many forest fires.

This answer is not correct because 
the passage does not say anything 
about lightning.

Look at the answer choices for each question. 
Read why each answer choice is correct or 
not correct.
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